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Turko-Mongol Rulers, Cities and City Life 2013-09-13 Turko-Mongol Rulers,Cities and City-life studies
dynasties of Turkic, Mongol or Turko-Mongol origin from a spatial perspective.
The Failure of Democracy in Iraq Hamid Alkifaey 2019-01-16 The Failure of Democracy in Iraq studies
democratization in post-2003 Iraq, which has so far failed, due mainly to cultural and religious
reasons. There are other factors, such as the legacy of the dictatorial regime, exclusionary policies,
the problem of stateness, interference by regional powers, the rentier economy and sectarianism, that
have impeded democracy and contributed to its failure, but the employment of religion in politics was
the most to blame. The establishment of stable democratic institutions continues to elude Iraq, 15 years
after toppling the dictatorship. The post-2003 Iraq could not completely eradicate the long historical
tradition of despotic governance due to deep-seated religious beliefs and tribal values, along with
widening societal ethno-sectarian rifts which precluded the negotiation of firm and stable elite
settlements and pacts across communal lines. The book examines how the fear in neighbouring countries of
a region-wide domino effect of the Iraq democratization process caused them to adopt interventionist
policies towards Iraq that helped to stunt the development of democracy. The lack of commitment by the
initiator of the democratic process, the United States, undermined the prospects of democratic
consolidation. This is compounded by serious mistakes such as de-Ba’athification and the disbanding of
the Iraqi army and security apparatuses which caused a security vacuum the US forces were not able to
fill. The Failure of Democracy in Iraq is a key resource for all students and academics interested in
democracy, Islam and Middle East Studies.
Mahjubah 1997
Literature of Travel and Exploration: G to P Jennifer Speake 2003 Containing more than 600 entries,
this valuable resource presents all aspects of travel writing. There are entries on places and routes
(Afghanistan, Black Sea, Egypt, Gobi Desert, Hawaii, Himalayas, Italy, Northwest Passage, Samarkand,
Silk Route, Timbuktu), writers (Isabella Bird, Ibn Battuta, Bruce Chatwin, Gustave Flaubert, Mary
Kingsley, Walter Ralegh, Wilfrid Thesiger), methods of transport and types of journey (balloon, camel,
grand tour, hunting and big game expeditions, pilgrimage, space travel and exploration), genres
(buccaneer narratives, guidebooks, New World chronicles, postcards), companies and societies (East India
Company, Royal Geographical Society, Society of Dilettanti), and issues and themes (censorship, exile,
orientalism, and tourism). For a full list of entries and contributors, a generous selection of sample
entries, and more, visit the Literature of Travel and Exploration: An Encyclopedia website.
A Study Guide for Logic Mateen Charbonneau 2016-05-27 I was blessed to study the subject of Logic with
some very great teachers while in Virginia, USA. I studied the first half of al-Manteq of Allama
Muzaffer with Sheikh Mustafa Akhound and the remaining half and also al-Mujiz fil Manteq of Sayed Sadiq
Shirazi with Sheikh Mohammad Baghernejad. This was by far one of the most challenging tasks that I have
ever completed. I thank Allah that I had good and patient teachers to explain this science to me in a
way that I was able to grasp the knowledge of this necessary subject. Throughout the time I was studying
these two books I thought that there must be an easier way to structure the summary of this information
into a study guide to help remember the terms, divisions, figures, moods, examples, etc. This prompted
me to start writing a study guide for myself and also drawing charts to help remember the examples. I
put all of them together in hopes that this book will help aid the student of knowledge when he studies
the two books of Manteq by Allama Muzaffer and Sayed Shirazi.Mateen J. Charbonneau"The science of logic
is a fundamental knowledge of any other science. Although studying logic needs a lot of efforts and
critical thinking, it helps the student to systemize his way of thinking. Having a study guide for logic
is a necessity to accomplish an understanding of logic. I'm confident that the students of logic would
love this book and I appreciate Sheikh Mateen for compiling it."Sheikh Mohammad Baghernejad
Women's Rituals and Ceremonies in Shiite Iran and Muslim Communities Pedram Khosronejad 2015 In this
volume the authors present and discuss different aspects of their field researches and experiences in
regard to the women's rituals and devotional practices. One of the main aims of this book is to broaden
our understanding of women's devotional life, as well as calling attention to its relation to general
social change. Most of the contributions are based on field researches, direct observations and rituals
participations. This gives the reader a unique opportunity for better understanding of methodological
challenges related to gender issues and field research among Muslim communities. -Shi'a Minorities in the Contemporary World Oliver Scharbrodt 2020-06-18 Global migration flows in the

20th century have seen the emergence of Muslim diaspora and minority communities in Europe, North
America and other parts of the world. This book offers a set of new comparative perspectives on the
experiences of Shi'a Muslim minorities outside the so-called Muslim heartland (Middle East, North
Africa, Central and South Asia). It looks at Shiʻa minority communities in Europe, North and South
America, Sub-Saharan Africa and East Asia and discusses the particular challenges these communities face
as "a minority within a minority"-A History of the ‘Alawis Stefan Winter 2016-09-20 The ‘Alawis, or Alawites, are a prominent religious
minority in northern Syria, Lebanon, and southern Turkey, best known today for enjoying disproportionate
political power in war-torn Syria. In this book, Stefan Winter offers a complete history of the
community, from the birth of the ‘Alawi (Nusayri) sect in the tenth century to just after World War I,
the establishment of the French mandate over Syria, and the early years of the Turkish republic. Winter
draws on a wealth of Ottoman archival records and other sources to show that the ‘Alawis were not
historically persecuted as is often claimed, but rather were a fundamental part of Syrian and Turkish
provincial society. Winter argues that far from being excluded on the basis of their religion, the
‘Alawis were in fact fully integrated into the provincial administrative order. Profiting from the
economic development of the coastal highlands, particularly in the Ottoman period, they fostered a new
class of local notables and tribal leaders, participated in the modernizing educational, political, and
military reforms of the nineteenth century, and expanded their area of settlement beyond its traditional
mountain borders to emerge from centuries of Sunni imperial rule as a bona fide sectarian community.
Using an impressive array of primary materials spanning nearly ten centuries, A History of the ‘Alawis
provides a crucial new narrative about the development of ‘Alawi society.
The Suffering of the Ahl ul Bayt and their Followers (Shia) throughout History Mateen J. Charbonneau
2018-09-04 Imam Baqir (as) said "Since the death of the Holy Prophet (s) we Ahl ul bayt have been
humiliated, made distant and have been deprived and killed and made to leave our home town and we felt
frightened for our blood and the blood of our followers. The cheaters, through their lies, got nearer to
the leaders, judges and governors in every city and our enemies told false and invalid traditions
relating to their past leaders and quoted narrations that we had never told. They only wanted to
humiliate us and wanted to accuse us of falsehood, and wanted to get nearer to their leaders through
lies. After the passing away of Hassan (a.s) this became very common during the time of Muawiyah. At
that time, in every city, Shias were killed, their hands and feet were cut off and they were hanged on
accusations of their being near to us and talking about their love for us."
Guide to the Organization of Meetings on UAP 1985
An Historical Guide to Afghanistan Nancy Hatch Dupree 1971
Pilgrimage in Islam Sophia Rose Arjana 2017-06-15 It is not only the holy cities of Mecca and Karbala
to which Muslim pilgrims travel, but a wide variety of sacred sites around the world. Journeys are
undertaken to visit graves of important historical and religious individuals, the tombs of saints, and
natural sites such as mountaintops and springs. Exploring the richness and diversity of traditions
practiced by the 1.5 billion Muslims across the world, Sophia Rose Arjana provides a rigorous
theoretical discussion of pilgrimage, ritual practice and the nature of sacred space in Islam, both
historically and in the present day. This all-encompassing survey covers issues such as time, space,
tourism, virtual pilgrimages and the use of computers and smartphone apps. Lucidly written, informative
and accessible, it is perfectly suited to students, scholars and the general reader seeking a
comprehensive picture of the defining ritual of religious pilgrimage in Islam.
The Living and the Dead in Islam: Epitaphs in context Werner Diem 2004
Pilgrimage and Religious Travel: Oxford Bibliographies Online Research Guide Yousef Meri 2010-05-01
This ebook is a selective guide designed to help scholars and students of Islamic studies find reliable
sources of information by directing them to the best available scholarly materials in whatever form or
format they appear from books, chapters, and journal articles to online archives, electronic data sets,
and blogs. Written by a leading international authority on the subject, the ebook provides bibliographic
information supported by direct recommendations about which sources to consult and editorial commentary
to make it clear how the cited sources are interrelated related. A reader will discover, for instance,
the most reliable introductions and overviews to the topic, and the most important publications on
various areas of scholarly interest within this topic. In Islamic studies, as in other disciplines,
researchers at all levels are drowning in potentially useful scholarly information, and this guide has
been created as a tool for cutting through that material to find the exact source you need. This ebook
is a static version of an article from Oxford Bibliographies Online: Islamic Studies, a dynamic,
continuously updated, online resource designed to provide authoritative guidance through scholarship and
other materials relevant to the study of the Islamic religion and Muslim cultures. Oxford Bibliographies
Online covers most subject disciplines within the social science and humanities, for more information
visit www.aboutobo.com.
Awlya-i-Kashmir Sayid Ashraf Shah 2021-11-21 The book comprises of three sections. Part one deals with
the introduction of Islam in Kashmir right from the time of Prophet Muhammad (SAW) followed by Sufi
saints starting from 7th Hijri causing mass conversion voluntarily on getting impressed by the behaviour
of the saints who lived a life of austerity. Part 2nd deals with the translation of a 150 year old handwritten Persian poetry manuscript translated in to English, describing the wonderful miracles performed
by the Sufi saints of the area. Part 3rd deals with the biographies of the saints mentioned in part 2
with their spiritual and family lineages and copies of some age old manuscripts with bibilography at the
end. The book makes great revelations of the past years which is bound to make interesting reading for
all people.

Library of Congress Catalogs Library of Congress 1976
The Heirs of the Prophet Liyakat N. Takim 2012-02-01 Looks at how various factions used the tradition
that scholars were the “heirs of the Prophet” during the classical period of Islam (570–1258 CE).
Three Centuries of Travel Writing by Muslim Women Siobhan Lambert-Hurley 2022-08-02 -- Lambert-Hurley
is based in Sheffield, UK; Majchrowicz is based in Evanston, IL; and Sharma is based in Boston, MA -This collection arose from a collaborative and multi-year research project which earned funding from the
Leverhulme Trust. Entitled "Veiled Voyagers: Muslim Women Travellers from Asia and the Middle East" the
project recovered, translated, annotated, and analyzed original texts gathered here and available in
part on a website. -- The historical experiences of Muslim women offer a fascinating and understudied
point of insight into the role of imperial, colonial, and global history. This collection not only
recovers the voices of women from a broad range of languages but also provides the historical and
cultural contexts necessary to understand the full import of what these women were trying to convey of
their experiences in the world. -- Indiana University Press has a strong tradition of making space for
the voices, perspectives, and experiences of Muslim women. This collection makes an important
contribution to this tradition in its topic but perhaps more importantly it also encourages future
scholarship in the field through the academic infrastructure which undergirds the texts included. -- The
audience for the work is students and scholars of gender, Muslim identity, globalization,
autobiographical and travel writing, women's studies, women's writing, colonial history, and religious
history. -- The collection has an accompanying website (which is broader in scope to include both travel
and autobiographical writing by Muslim women) at accessingmuslimlives.org.
Egyptology Okasha El Daly 2005 Egyptology: The Missing Millennium brings together for the first time
the disciplines of Egyptology and Arabic Studies, seeking to overturn the conventional opinion of
Western scholars that Moslems/ Arabs had no interest in pre-Islamic cultures. This book examines a
neglected period of a thousand years in the history of Egyptology, from the Moslem annexation of Egypt
in the seventh century CE until the Ottoman conquest in the 16th century. Concentrating on Moslem
writers, as it is usually Islam which incurs blame for cutting Egyptians off from their ancient
heritage, the author shows not only the existence of a large body of Arabic sources on Ancient Egypt,
but also their usefulness to Egyptology today. Using sources as diverse a sthe accounts of travellers
and treasure hunters to books on alchemy, the author shows that the interest in ancient Egyptian scripts
continued beyond classical writers, and describes attempts by medieval Arab scholars, mainly alchemists,
to decipher the hieroglyph script. He further explores medieval Arab interest in Ancient Egypt,
discussing the interpretations of the intact temples, as well as the Arab concept of Egyptian kingship
and state administration - including a case study of Queen Cleopatra that shows how the Arabic romance
of this queen differs significantly from Western views. This book will be of great interest to academics
and students of archaeology, Arabic studies and Egyptology, as well as anyone with a general interest in
Egyptian history. 'This is an impressive piece of work. It deals with a grossly neglected and
misunderstood subject -the interest and knowledge of Ancient Egypt on the part of Arabic/ Moslem writers
in the Medieval period - and it covers this subject from many aspects.' Professor Charles Burnett, The
Warburg Institute
Routledge Revivals: Medieval Islamic Civilization (2006) Josef Meri 2018-01-12 Islamic civilization
flourished in the Middle Ages across a vast geographical area that spans today's Middle and Near East.
First published in 2006, Medieval Islamic Civilization examines the socio-cultural history of the
regions where Islam took hold between the 7th and 16th centuries. This important two-volume work
contains over 700 alphabetically arranged entries, contributed and signed by international scholars and
experts in fields such as Arabic languages, Arabic literature, architecture, history of science, Islamic
arts, Islamic studies, Middle Eastern studies, Near Eastern studies, politics, religion, Semitic
studies, theology, and more. Entries also explore the importance of interfaith relations and the
permeation of persons, ideas, and objects across geographical and intellectual boundaries between Europe
and the Islamic world. This reference work provides an exhaustive and vivid portrait of Islamic
civilization and brings together in one authoritative text all aspects of Islamic civilization during
the Middle Ages. Accessible to scholars, students and non-specialists, this resource will be of great
use in research and understanding of the roots of today's Islamic society as well as the rich and vivid
culture of medieval Islamic civilization.
Shaykh Mufid Tamima Bayhom-Daou 2012-12-01 This work is a highly readable introduction to Shaykh Mufid,
the leading Shi'i scholar of his time, and it examines his contributions in the fields of jurisprudence,
theology, and sacred history in clear and straightforward language.
Commentary to the Faith of Shia Islam by Allama Al-Muzaffar Sheikh Mateen Charbonneau 2018-07-30 The
book Aqaed Imamiyya by Allama Muzaffar is a great book outlining the faith of Shia Islam. It is usually
studied in the first years of Howza 'Ilmiyya (seminary). The book is a very brief outline of our beliefs
and thus the teacher usually expands on the subjects to give further knowledge to his students. I
originally studied this text with Sheikh Mustafa Akhound in early 2014. In 2016 I was asked to teach
this book for Imam Mahdi Online Howza. I started preparing my lessons to record and decided to make them
into book form for everyone to benefit from them. The formatting of this book is as follows: the
original Arabic text is presented first, the translation of the text is second bracketed in bold text
and lastly is my commentary of the text which is in regular font. When looking at each topic I chose to
bring more evidences to support the proofs of Allama Muzaffar in attempt to remove any shadow of a doubt
within the readers mind. I brought Quranic verses, narrations, logic and various scholars opinions. I
also addressed some common doubts and misconceptions that people have in hopes to erase those doubts.
Lastly, I brought moral and ethical points to show the practical application of some of these topics

that Allama Muzaffar has brought within his book.
Subject Catalog Library of Congress 1975
Literature of Travel and Exploration Jennifer Speake 2014-05-12 Containing more than 600 entries, this
valuable resource presents all aspects of travel writing. There are entries on places and routes
(Afghanistan, Black Sea, Egypt, Gobi Desert, Hawaii, Himalayas, Italy, Northwest Passage, Samarkand,
Silk Route, Timbuktu), writers (Isabella Bird, Ibn Battuta, Bruce Chatwin, Gustave Flaubert, Mary
Kingsley, Walter Ralegh, Wilfrid Thesiger), methods of transport and types of journey (balloon, camel,
grand tour, hunting and big game expeditions, pilgrimage, space travel and exploration), genres
(buccaneer narratives, guidebooks, New World chronicles, postcards), companies and societies (East India
Company, Royal Geographical Society, Society of Dilettanti), and issues and themes (censorship, exile,
orientalism, and tourism). For a full list of entries and contributors, a generous selection of sample
entries, and more, visit the Literature of Travel and Exploration: An Encyclopedia website.
Shi'i Islam Moojan Momen 2015-11-05 From infallible Imams to Ayatollahs in Iran, Shi’ism has long been
a prominent, if misunderstood, branch of Islam. It regards Ali, Muhammad’s son-in-law, as the Prophet’s
legitimate successor. But theological differences between the Shi’ah and Sunni Muslims have led to
sectarian violence, massacres and the desecration of holy sites. In this Beginner’s Guide, Dr Moojan
Momen offers an accessible and comprehensive overview of Shi’ism, tracing the history of the community,
its leadership and doctrines, from its inception to modern times. Packed with useful tables, family
trees and text boxes, this engaging and up-to-date guide is a perfect introduction to the historical and
geopolitical causes of religious tensions still troubling the Middle East today.
D̲āt al-Himma Udo Steinbach 1972
Jerusalem Tamar Mayer 2008-05-09 Jerusalem, the holy city of three faiths, has been the focus of
competing historical, religious, and political narratives from Biblical chronicles to today’s headlines.
With an aura that transcends the boundaries of time and place, the city itself embodies different levels
of reality – indeed, different realities altogether – for both observers and inhabitants. There is the
real Jerusalem, a place of ancient streets and monuments, temples and coffee-houses, religious discourse
and political argument. But there is also the imaginary and utopian city that exists in the minds of
believers, political strategists, and artists. The study of this multifaceted city poses complex
questions that range over several fields of inquiry. The multidisciplinary studies in Jerusalem offer
insights into this complexity. Chapters by leading scholars examine the significant issues that relate
to the perception, representation, and status of the city at the historical, religious, social,
artistic, and political levels. Together they provide an essential resource for anyone interested in the
paradoxes that Jerusalem offers.
Ethnographies of Islam: Ritual Performances and Everyday Practices Baudouin Dupret 2012-07-23 This
volume explores the ways in which ethnography can create a greater understanding of Islam in particular
social contexts. It does so by advancing a pluralistic use of ethnography in research about Islam in
anthropology and the other social science disciplines. The contributors have used ethnography to engage
with and relate to specific empirical realities in regions around the world. They argue that this
approach allows for a more precise and complex understanding of the practices and discourses that
constitute social realities constructed and perceived as 'Islamic' by those who live them. Furthermore,
the book encourages ethnography in the study of Muslim practices that have seldom been approached in
this way.
The New Comparative Theology Francis X. Clooney, S.J. 2010-06-03 This book is an extended, critical
reflection on the state of interrelgious dialogue in its modern version. While there has been some
important writing in the field of comparative theology, there has been no extended, critical reflection
on the state of the discipline in its modern version, its strengths and problematic areas as it grows as
a serious theological and scholarly discipline. This work of young scholars in conversation with one
another, remedies this lack by, as it were, taking the discipline apart and putting it back together
again. The volume seeks to understand how to learn from multiple religions in a way that is truly open
to those religions on their own terms, while yet being rooted in the tradition/s that we bring to our
interreligious study.
Commentary to the Faith of Shia Islam by Allama Al-Muzaffar Allama al-Muzaffar 2018-07-19 The book
Aqaed Imamiyya by Allama Muzaffar is a great book outlining the faith of Shia Islam. It is usually
studied in the first years of Howza 'Ilmiyya (seminary). The book is a very brief outline of our beliefs
and thus the teacher usually expands on the subjects to give further knowledge to his students. I
originally studied this text with Sheikh Mustafa Akhound in early 2014. In 2016 I was asked to teach
this book for Imam Mahdi Online Howza. I started preparing my lessons to record and decided to make them
into book form for everyone to benefit from them. The formatting of this book is as follows: the
original Arabic text is presented first, the translation of the text is second bracketed in bold text
and lastly is my commentary of the text which is in regular font. When looking at each topic I chose to
bring more evidences to support the proofs of Allama Muzaffar in attempt to remove any shadow of a doubt
within the readers mind. I brought Quranic verses, narrations, logic and various scholars opinions. I
also addressed some common doubts and misconceptions that people have in hopes to erase those doubts.
Lastly, I brought moral and ethical points to show the practical application of some of these topics
that Allama Muzaffar has brought within his book.
The Bihar Information 1966
Bihar Information 1966
Parliamentary Debates India. Parliament. Rajya Sabha 1987
The Cult of Saints among Muslims and Jews in Medieval Syria Josef W. Meri 2002-11-14 This accessible

study is the first critical investigation of the cult of saints among Muslims and Jews in medieval Syria
and the Near East. Through case studies of saints and their devotees, discussion of the architecture of
monuments, examination of devotional objects, and analysis of ideas of 'holiness', Meri depicts the
practices of living religion and explores the common heritage of all three monotheistic faiths. Critical
readings of a wide range of contemporary sources - travel writing, geographical works, pilgrimage
guides, legal writings, historical sources, hagiography, and biography - reveal a vibrant religious
culture in which the veneration of saints and pilgrimage to tombs and shrines were fundamental.
The Story of the Qur'an Ingrid Mattson 2013-02-18 This popular introduction by a well-known Islamic
scholar has been updated and expanded, offering a balanced portrayal of the Qur’an and its place in
historic and contemporary Muslim society. Features new sections on the Qur’an and its relationship to
democracy, science, human rights, and the role of women Contains expanded sections on the Qur’an in the
life cycle of Muslims, and in Islamic ethics and law Incorporates additional images and student
features, including a glossary. Supported by an accompanying website (available on publication) hosting
a range of additional material, including student resources, links to important websites, news stories,
and more This title is also available as an eTextbook on the CourseSmart platform, as a Wiley Desktop
Edition, or via your preferred eTextbook vendor; eTextbooks offer convenience, enhanced electronic
functionality, and flexible pricing options – learn more at www.wiley.com/college/wileyflex
Routledge Handbook of Islamic Ritual and Practice Oliver Leaman 2022-06-09 Ritual and practice are one
of the most distinctive features of religion, and they are linked with its central beliefs. Islam is no
exception here, and this Handbook covers many aspects of those beliefs and practices. It describes the
variety of what takes place but mainly why, and what the implications of both the theory and practice
have for our understanding of Islam. The book includes accounts of prayer, food, pilgrimage, mosques,
and the various legal and doctrinal schools that exist within Islam, with the focus on how they
influence practice. The volume is organized in terms of texts, groups, practices, places, and others. An
attempt has been made to discuss the wide range of Muslim ritual and practice and provide a sound guide
to this significant aspect of the religious life of one of the largest groups of believers in the world
today.
Medieval Islamic Civilization Josef W. Meri 2006 Medieval Islamic Civilization examines the sociocultural history of the regions where Islam took hold between the seventh and sixteenth century. This
important two-volume work contains over 700 alphabetically arranged entries, contributed and signed by
international scholars and experts in fields such as Arabic languages, Arabic literature, architecture,
art history, history, history of science, Islamic arts, Islamic studies, Middle Eastern studies, Near
Eastern studies, politics, religion, Semitic studies, theology, and more. This reference provides an
exhaustive and vivid portrait of Islamic civilization including the many scientific, artistic, and
religious developments as well as all aspects of daily life and culture. For a full list of entries,
contributors, and more, visit www.routledge-ny.com/middleages/Islamic.
Muslim Pilgrimage in Europe Ingvild Flaskerud 2017-07-20 In spite of Islam’s long history in Europe and
the growing number of Muslims resident in Europe, little research exists on Muslim pilgrimage in Europe.
This collection of eleven chapters is the first systematic attempt to fill this lacuna in an emerging
research field. Placing the pilgrims’ practices and experiences centre stage, scholars from history,
anthropology, religious studies, sociology, and art history examine historical and contemporary hajj and
non-hajj pilgrimage to sites outside and within Europe. Sources include online travelogues, ethnographic
data, biographic information, and material and performative culture. The interlocutors are European-born
Muslims, converts to Islam, and Muslim migrants to Europe, in addition to people who identify themselves
with other faiths. Most interlocutors reside in Albania, Bosnia-Hercegovina, Italy, France, the
Netherlands, Great Britain, and Norway. This book identifies four courses of developments: Muslims
resident in Europe continue to travel to Mecca and Medina, and to visit shrine sites located elsewhere
in the Middle East and North Africa. Secondly, there is a revival of pilgrimage to old pilgrimage sites
in South-eastern Europe. Thirdly, new Muslim pilgrimage sites and practices are being established in
Western Europe. Fourthly, Muslims visit long-established Christian pilgrimage sites in Europe. These
practices point to processes of continuity, revitalization, and innovation in the practice of Muslim
pilgrimage in Europe. Linked to changing sectarian, political, and economic circumstances, pilgrimage
sites are dynamic places of intra-religious as well as inter-religious conflict and collaboration, while
pilgrimage experiences in multiple ways also transform the individual and affect the home-community.
Iraq + 100 Hassan Blasim 2017-09-12 One of NPR's Best Books of 2017! A groundbreaking anthology of
science fiction from Iraq that will challenge your perception of what it means to be “The Other”
“History is a hostage, but it will bite through the gag you tie around its mouth, bite through and still
be heard.”—Operation Daniel In a calm and serene world, one has the luxury of imagining what the future
might look like. Now try to imagine that future when your way of life has been devastated by forces
beyond your control. Iraq + 100 poses a question to Iraqi writers (those who still live in that nation,
and those who have joined the worldwide diaspora): What might your home country look like in the year
2103, a century after a disastrous foreign invasion? Using science fiction, allegory, and magical
realism to challenge the perception of what it means to be “The Other”, this groundbreaking anthology
edited by Hassan Blasim contains stories that are heartbreakingly surreal, and yet utterly recognizable
to the human experience. Though born out of exhaustion, fear, and despair, these stories are also fueled
by themes of love, family, and endurance, and woven through with a delicate thread of hope for the
future. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
Medieval Islamic Civilization: L-Z, index Josef W. Meri 2006 Publisher description
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